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Abstract. We give a simple relation-algebraic semantics of read and
write operations on associative arrays. The array operations seamlessly
integrate with assignments in computation models supporting whileprograms. As a result, relation algebras can be used for verifying programs with associative arrays. We verify the correctness of an array-based
implementation of disjoint-set forests with a naive union operation and
a find operation with path compression. All results are formally proved
in Isabelle/HOL.
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Introduction

Relations, relation algebras, Kleene algebras and similar structures have been
used for various aspects of program semantics, in particular, to model control
flow, refinement and data structures [1, 18, 23, 32]. For example, the control-flow
of while-programs can be modelled in Kleene algebras with tests, where the
Kleene star is used to define the semantics of while-loops [2, 21]. Program transformations and refinements can be carried out algebraically; for example, see [2,
20]. On the data side, relations are intimately connected with graphs through
their adjacency matrices, whence the data-flow of graph algorithms can be modelled using relation algebras, frequently extended by a Kleene star to describe
transitive closure [3–6, 14, 19, 25]. Relations as a generalisation of functions are
also useful for the specification and derivation of functional programs [7].
Hoare logic [16] is commonly used for verifying programs. A verification condition generator automatically derives from the structure of the program a collection of statements whose proof implies correctness of the program. When applied
to graph algorithms using a relation algebra to represent graphs, the verification
conditions are simply relation-algebraic formulas. They can be discharged by a
combination of manual and automated reasoning in relation algebras [6].
When modelling graphs, the operations of relation algebras work on entire
relations. This abstract view is useful for specification and verification, but typically not intended directly for implementation. Efficient algorithms are often
expressed at a lower level, in particular, using arrays. For example, the pseudocode for disjoint-set forests in [10] uses two arrays: one for the rank of a node
and one for its parent. A difference between these arrays is that the rank of a
node is a natural number while the parent of a node is also a node.

An associative array is just a finite mapping from a set of indices to a set of
values, hence a relation. The term ‘array’ often implies that the set of indices is
an interval of integer numbers, but it can be an arbitrary finite set for associative
arrays. The rank array of a disjoint-set forest maps nodes to natural numbers,
making it a heterogeneous relation. The parent array maps nodes to nodes, which
gives a homogeneous relation.
In the present paper, we focus on associative arrays with the same index
and value sets. We do not assume any specific structure on the index/value set.
In this context we give a simple relation-algebraic semantics of reading from
and writing to an array. These access operations can occur in assignments in
while-programs, and are therefore amenable to the usual verification techniques.
The generated verification conditions are relation-algebraic formulas using the
semantics of the array operations.
As a case study, we implement disjoint-set forests in a way that is close to the
pseudo-code in [10] and verify their correctness in Isabelle/HOL. This facilitates
the use of relation-algebraic reasoning about algorithms expressed at a low level.
The contributions of this paper are:
– A simple relation-algebraic semantics of selective read and write in associative arrays.
– Verification of the correctness of disjoint-set forests in Kleene relation algebras.
– Constructive proof of a theorem of Kleene relation algebras using an imperative program.
– Formalisation of the above and all other results in Isabelle/HOL.
Proofs are omitted in this paper and can be found in the Isabelle/HOL theory
file available at http://www.csse.canterbury.ac.nz/walter.guttmann/algebra/.
In Section 2 we discuss related approaches. Section 3 introduces the algebraic
framework for the remainder of this paper including relation algebras and Kleene
algebras. We give a simple semantics of read and write access to associative arrays
in Section 4 and discuss basic properties. The semantics of disjoint-set forests is
provided in Section 5. Forming the main part of this paper, Section 6 describes
our Isabelle/HOL verification of the total correctness of the make-set, find-set
and union-sets operations on disjoint-set forests.

2

Related Work

The semantics of array or general state access is well understood and has been
described in many different formalisms. We discuss a selection of these related
works. An early example are the a and c functions in [24] for updating and
reading state vectors, which map variables to values. Arrays are modelled as
mappings in [17] and selective array updates are defined as updates of mappings. Such updates are more formally defined in [31]. A relational definition of
functional overriding is given in [33] and extended to override relations in the
second edition of this book. Overwriting one relation with another also appears

in [26] where it is used for pointer structures. Axioms for state attributes and
array access are given in [1]; some of these are used for lenses [12]. A definition
of general updates in Kleene algebras with domain is given in [11]. The relationalgebraic semantics given in the present paper specialises definitions given in the
last five references to selective array updates studied in the first three references.
Relation-algebraic methods have been used for the description and verification of numerous algorithms, in particular, on graphs as mentioned in the
introduction. Especially relevant to the present work on disjoint sets are relational formalisations of forests and reachability; for example, see [4, 25, 32]. Also
relevant are relational models of stores modelling pointer structures and using
relational overwrite operations [25–28].
There are several formally verified implementations of disjoint-set forests. A
persistent version of the data structure is verified in Coq by [9]. The specification
is in terms of predicate logic and the implementation is based on a mathematical
model of ML including references. See [22] for a verification using separation logic
in Isabelle/HOL also based on a logical specification. Program complexity and
correctness of an OCaml implementation is proved in [8] using separation logic in
Coq based on a predicate-logic specification. See the latter paper for an overview
of other formal verifications and further related works. The present paper gives
a relation-algebraic specification and proof, which does not cover complexity of
the union and find operations.

3

Relation Algebras and Kleene Algebras

This section presents the algebraic structures used in this development including
relation algebras and Kleene algebras and basic properties [20, 32, 34].
A semilattice (S, t) is a set S with a binary operation t that is associative,
commutative and idempotent. In a semilattice the binary relation v defined by
x v y ⇔ x t y = y is a partial order called the semilattice order. The operation
t is v-isotone and gives the v-least upper bound or join of two elements.
A bounded semilattice (S, t, ⊥) is a semilattice (S, t) with a constant ⊥ that
is a unit of t. It follows that ⊥ is the v-least element of S.
A lattice (S, t, u) comprises two semilattices (S, t) and (S, u) such that the
absorption laws x t (x u y) = x = x u (x t y) hold. The operation u is v-isotone
and gives the v-greatest lower bound or meet of two elements.
A bounded lattice (S, t, u, ⊥, >) comprises two bounded semilattices (S, t, ⊥)
and (S, u, >) such that (S, t, u) is a lattice. It follows that > is the v-greatest
element of S and a zero of t, and that ⊥ is a zero of u.
A lattice is distributive if the law x t (y u z) = (x t y) u (x t z) holds. In a
lattice this law is equivalent to its dual x u (y t z) = (x u y) t (x u z).
A Boolean algebra (S, t, u, , ⊥, >) is a bounded lattice (S, t, u, ⊥, >) that is
distributive with a unary operation satisfying the laws xtx = > and xux = ⊥.
The operation is v-antitone.
A monoid (S, ·, 1) is a set S with a binary composition operation · that is
associative and a constant 1 that is a left unit and a right unit of ·.

An idempotent semiring (S, t, ·, ⊥, 1) is a bounded semilattice (S, t, ⊥) and
a monoid (S, ·, 1) such that · distributes over t and ⊥ is a left zero and a right
zero of ·. The operation · is v-isotone.
A relation algebra (S, t, u, ·, , T , ⊥,>, 1) is a Boolean algebra (S, t, u, , ⊥,>)
and an idempotent semiring (S, t, ·, ⊥, 1) with a unary transposition operation
T
satisfying the laws:
T

(x t y) = xT t y T
T

(x · y) = y T · xT

T

xT = x
(x · y) u z v x · (y u (xT · z))

It follows that the operation T is v-isotone. A relation algebra satisfies the Tarski
rule if > · x · > = > for each x 6= ⊥.
A Kleene algebra (S, t, ·, ∗ , ⊥, 1) is an idempotent semiring (S, t, ·, ⊥, 1) with
a unary iteration operation ∗ satisfying the laws:
1 t (y · y ∗ ) = y ∗

z t (y · x) v x ⇒ y ∗ · z v x

1 t (y ∗ · y) = y ∗

z t (x · y) v x ⇒ z · y ∗ v x

The operation ∗ is v-isotone. It describes iterations with zero or more steps; the
related operation x+ = x · x∗ describes iterations with one or more steps.
A Kleene relation algebra (S, t, u, ·, , T , ∗ , ⊥, >, 1) comprises a relation algebra (S, t, u, ·, , T , ⊥, >, 1) and a Kleene algebra (S, t, ·, ∗ , ⊥, 1).
An element x ∈ S of a relation algebra S is called reflexive if 1 v x, transitive
if x · x v x, symmetric if xT = x, an equivalence if x is reflexive and transitive
and symmetric, total if 1 v x · xT , surjective if 1 v xT · x, univalent if xT · x v 1,
injective if x · xT v 1, bijective if x is injective and surjective, a mapping if x is
univalent and total, a vector if x · > = x, a point if x is a vector and bijective,
and an arc if x · > and xT · > are bijective.
An element x ∈ S of a Kleene relation algebra S is called acyclic if x+ v 1.
In this paper we work in a Kleene relation algebra S that satisfies the Tarski
rule. For proving termination of programs we assume that S is finite.
The main model of Kleene relation algebras are binary relations over a set
A, that is, subsets of A × A. In this model t is union, u is intersection,
is complement, v is subset, ⊥ is the empty set, > is A × A, · is relational
composition, T is relational transposition, 1 is the identity relation, ∗ is reflexive
transitive closure, + is transitive closure, and the Tarski rule holds.
We finally characterise vectors, points and arcs among the binary relations
over A. A vector is a relation B × A for a subset B ⊆ A; hence vectors represent
subsets of the base set such as a set of nodes in a graph. A point is a relation
{a} × A for an element a ∈ A; hence points represent elements of the base set
such as nodes in a graph. An arc is a relation {(a, b)} for elements a, b ∈ A; hence
arcs represent pairs of elements from the base set such as edges in a graph.

4

Associative Array Access

An array maps indices to values and therefore can be modelled as a binary
relation between two sets. Under our assumption that indices and values come

from the same set A, we can use binary relations on A and work with these using
relation algebra. Because an array associates exactly one value to every index,
the relation is a mapping in the relation-algebraic sense, that is, univalent and
total. A relation that is just univalent corresponds to a partially defined array
which associates at most one value to every index. An index or a value is an
element of A, which can be modelled in relation algebras as a point. A relation
that is just a vector corresponds to a set of indices or values.
These observations underlie the following simple semantics of array access.
Let x, y and z be elements of a relation algebra such that y and z are points.
The element x models the associative array, y corresponds to an index and z
corresponds to a value. The array x[y 7→ z] obtained by updating array x at
index y to new value z is:
x[y 7→ z] = (y u z T ) t (y u x)
To understand this definition it is helpful to consider the matrix representation
of the relation modelling the array x. A vector describes a set of rows of the
matrix and a point describes a single row. The point y refers to the row at the
corresponding index. Its complement y refers to all the other rows. The formula
y u x specifies that in all other rows x is left unchanged. The formula y u z T
specifies that row y is updated to value z. Since z is a point, which refers to row,
we take its transposition z T , which refers to the column of the matrix at the
corresponding value. In terms of binary relations, y u z T constructs a relation
containing a single pair of the index y and the value z. In relation algebras
y u z T = y · z T is an arc for points y and z.
For example, consider the following relations x, y and z on A = {1, 2, 3}
given as Boolean matrices:






0 0 1
0 0 0
1 1 1
x = 0 1 0
y = 1 1 1
z = 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
Relation x represents a partially defined array that maps index 1 to value 3 and
index 2 to value 2, point y represents index 2 and point z represents value 1.
The updated array still maps index 1 to value 3, but maps index 2 to value 1:






0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 1
y u z T = 1 0 0
y u x = 0 0 0
x[y 7→ z] = 1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
Reading the value x[y] of the associative array x at index y is done by:
x[y] = xT · y
The composition of a relation with a vector always gives a vector. If x is interpreted as a transition relation, xT ·y is a vector corresponding to the successors of
the point y under a transition step according to x. In the matrix representation
of an array, this is just the value of x at row y. If the array associates exactly

one value to every index, the result is the unique value associated with index y,
represented as a point.
Continuing the previous example, the value of x at index y is 2 and the value
of x at index z is 3:






0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
xT = 0 1 0
x[y] = 1 1 1
x[z] = 0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
1 1 1
The following result shows basic preservation properties of these write and
read operations on arrays. It uses the above equational definitions without implicitly assuming that y and z are points. Part 1 is similar to [26, Lemma 2.7].
Theorem 1.
1. x[y 7→ z] is univalent if x is univalent, y is a vector and z is injective.
2. x[y 7→ z] is total if x is total, y is a vector and z is surjective.
3. x[y 7→ z] is a mapping if x is a mapping, y is a vector and z is bijective.
4. x[y] is injective if x is univalent and y is injective.
5. x[y] is surjective if x is total and y is surjective.
6. x[y] is bijective if x is a mapping and y is bijective.
7. x[y] is a point if x is a mapping and y is a point.
8. x[y] = z ⇔ y u x = y · z T if y and z are points.
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Disjoint Sets

A disjoint-set data structure keeps track of a set of elements that is partitioned
into disjoint sets [13]. The basic operations are to initialise elements to be in
their own singleton sets, to form the union of two sets and to look up which set
an element belongs to.
The semantics of a disjoint-set data structure with elements from A is an
equivalence relation on A. The disjoint sets are just the equivalence classes of
the relation. A particular representative from each class identifies a set.
An element of a relation algebra is an equivalence if it is reflexive, transitive and symmetric. The v-least equivalence is the identity relation 1. The
v-greatest equivalence is the universal relation >. Equivalences are closed under
the operations u and T and, in Kleene relation algebras, under ∗ and + .
Following [10] we implement the data structure as a disjoint-set forest. Each
equivalence class corresponds to a tree in the forest. Singleton sets correspond
to empty trees, which contain one node. Each tree in the forest has a root and
is directed. Each node in a tree has a unique parent node; the root is its own
parent. The root of a tree represents the corresponding equivalence class. An
edge from a node to its parent points towards the root of the tree, which can be
reached by successively following parents.
Disjoint-set forests can be modelled in Kleene relation algebras as follows. An
element x ∈ S of a Kleene relation algebra S is called a forest if x is a mapping
and x u 1 is acyclic. Requiring x to be a mapping ensures that each node has a

unique parent. It remains to ensure that there are no cycles. We cannot require
that x is acyclic because every root has itself as its parent, which corresponds
to a loop in the graph. However, x u 1 removes all loops, so we require that the
result is acyclic. Related helpful lemmas are x∗ = (x u 1)∗ and x∗ u 1 = x+ u 1.
In a forest x, it is possible to reach from a node every other node in the same
component tree by going towards its root and then back to the desired node.
This defines a relation fc(x) on the nodes of the forest, namely the relation of
being in the same component:
fc(x) = x∗ · xT∗
Properties of this construction are given in the following result.
Theorem 2.
1. fc(x) is an equivalence if x is univalent.
2. fc is v-increasing, that is, x v fc(x).
3. fc is v-isotone.
4. fc(fc(x)) = fc(x) if x is univalent.
5. fc(x)∗ = fc(x)+ = fc(x) if x is univalent.
6. fc(⊥) = fc(1) = 1.
7. fc(>) = >.

6

Verifying Disjoint-Set Forests in Isabelle/HOL

For implementing the operations on disjoint-set forests and verifying their correctness we use a Hoare-logic library of Isabelle/HOL [29, 30], which we have
extended from partial correctness to total correctness [15]. The library supports
while-programs, which have to be annotated with a precondition, a postcondition, and an invariant and a variant for each while-loop. From this, verification
conditions are automatically generated.
Program variables can range over arbitrary HOL types. We write programs in
the context of a class specifying the axioms of Kleene relation algebras, the Tarski
rule and a finite universe for total correctness. Hence program variables range
over elements from the universe of the class, which models the corresponding
algebraic structure. Reasoning about these variables to discharge verification
conditions is performed in the same context using existing libraries for Kleene
algebras and relation algebras and newly derived theorems.
While-programs supported by the Hoare-logic library feature while-loops,
conditionals, sequential composition and assignments as basic statements. We
introduce new notation for array read and write operations, which are automatically translated to basic relation-algebraic expressions according to Section 4.
The assignment x[y] := z is translated to the assignment x := x[y 7→ z]. The
read expression x[y] can be used directly on the right-hand side of assignments
and in conditions, except we modify its syntax to x[[y]] to avoid ambiguity with
list syntax. This paper uses x[y] except in Isabelle/HOL code which uses x[[y]].

6.1

The make-set Operation

As a warm-up we implement the make-set operation of disjoint-set forests and
prove its correctness. It is usually applied to each element when the data structure is initialised. Until the initialisation is complete, the underlying associative
array is partial. Make-set puts an element x into its own singleton equivalence
class by setting the parent of x to itself which creates an empty tree:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

theorem make set:
“VARS p
[ point x ∧ p0 = p ]
p[x] := x
[ make set postcondition p x p0 ]”
apply vcg tc simp
by (simp add: ...) – names of four lemmas omitted

Line 2 declares variables that are changed by the program and therefore need
to be part of the state, in this case only p which contains the parent array. The
variables x and p0 are universally quantified variables of the theorem; because
they are not changed they do not need to be part of the state. The variable p0
transports the initial value of p to the postcondition, where it can related to the
final value of p. Line 3 gives the precondition, which requires x to be a point, representing an element of the set partitioned by the data structure. Line 4 updates
the parent array to make x the root of a tree. Line 5 gives the postcondition,
which is discussed below. Line 6 generates the verification condition, which for
this small program is a single goal, and applies some simplifications to it:
point x ∧ p0 = p ⇒ make set postcondition p[x 7→ x] x p
Line 7 proves this goal by invoking the simplifier with additional lemmas. The
postcondition has two parts:
make set postcondition p x p0 ⇔ x u p = x · xT ∧ x u p = x u p0
The first condition x u p = x · xT states that the parent array contains x at index
x. It is equivalent to p[x] = x by Theorem 1.8. The second condition xup = xup0
states that the parent array remains unchanged at all indices different from x.
The precondition and postcondition can be strengthened by adding p v 1.
As a consequence, when a disjoint-set forest is initialised each equivalence class
constructed by make-set is a singleton.
The method vcg tc simp generates conditions that prove total correctness.
Since the above program does not contain any while-loops, there are no conditions related to its termination.
We use a basic Hoare-logic library which does not support the definition
of procedures. So that other programs can use a disjoint-set operation such as
make set, we extract an Isabelle/HOL function from the above proof using a
technique of [15]. Specifically, the above total-correctness theorem implies:
lemma make set exists: “point x ⇒ ∃p0 . make set postcondition p0 x p”
using tc extract function make set by blast

This is a consequence of how total correctness is defined on the underlying operational semantics. Hence we can introduce the following Isabelle/HOL function:
definition “make set p x = (SOME p0 . make set postcondition p0 x p)”
The construct SOME y . P (y) yields some element y that satisfies P (y). In order
to reason about this function in other programs we derive the following property:
lemma make set function:
assumes “point x” and “p0 = make set p x”
shows “make set postcondition p0 x p”
– proof omitted
6.2

The find-set Operation

We next implement the find-set operation of disjoint-set forests and verify its
correctness. The find-set operation computes the representative of the equivalence class an element belongs to. We first demonstrate a basic implementation
of find-set and then extend it by path compression. The pseudo-code in [10] uses
recursion whereas we use a while-loop. The find-set operation follows the chain
of parents from a node x to the root of its tree:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

theorem find set:
“VARS y
[ find set precondition p x ]
y := x;
WHILE y 6= p[[y]]
INV { find set invariant p x y }
VAR { card {z . z v pT∗ · y} }
DO y := p[[y]]
OD
[ find set postcondition p x y ]”
apply vcg tc simp
– proof of three verification conditions omitted

In line 4, variable y is initialised with the start node x. The while-loop stops
when it finds a node that is its own parent in line 5. Otherwise it continues with
the parent of the current node in line 8.
The precondition requires that p is a forest (representing the disjoint sets)
and x is a point (representing a node in the forest):
find set precondition p x ⇔ forest p ∧ point x
Every while-loop in the program needs to be annotated with an invariant. In
this case, the invariant requires the precondition and that y is a point reachable
from x along a chain of parents:
find set invariant p x y ⇔ find set precondition p x ∧ point y ∧ y v pT∗ ·x

Vector pT∗ · x contains all successors of x under zero or more transitions of p.
The postcondition states that y is a point and the root of the tree containing x:
find set postcondition p x y ⇔ point y ∧ y = root p x
The root of a node x in the disjoint-set forest represented by p is the unique
node that has a loop and is reachable from x along a chain of parents:
root p x = (pT∗ · x) u ((p u 1) · >)
The vector (p u 1) · > contains all roots of the forest p, constructed from the
relation p u 1 containing all loops of p. Part 1 of the following result gives an
equivalent characterisation. Part 2 shows that following the parents of roots one
or several times gives the roots again. We discuss part 3 below.
Theorem 3.
1. root p x = (p u 1) · pT∗ · x.
2. root p x = p[root p x] = pT∗ · (root p x) if p is univalent.
3. root p x is a point if p is a forest and x is a point.
Because the above program contains one while-loop, three verification conditions are generated: one to establish the loop invariant before execution of the
while-loop, one to maintain the loop invariant across execution of the body of
the while-loop, and one to show the postcondition at the end of the while-loop.
For partial correctness, the generated conditions are:
1. find set precondition p x ⇒ find set invariant p x x
2. find set invariant p x y ∧ y 6= p[[y]] ⇒ find set invariant p x p[[y]]
3. find set invariant p x y ∧ y = p[[y]] ⇒ find set postcondition p x y
To maintain the invariant we can assume that the condition of the while-loop
holds. To show the postcondition we can assume that the condition of the whileloop does not hold. For total correctness, the first and third verification conditions are the same but maintenance of the invariant is modified taking into
account the variant of the while-loop:
2. find set invariant p x y ∧ y 6= p[[y]] ∧ card {z . z v pT∗ · y} = n ⇒
find set invariant p x p[[y]] ∧ card {z . z v pT∗ · pT · y} < n
Every while-loop in the program needs to be annotated with a variant. The
variant is an expression that yields a natural number depending on the program
variables. The value of this expression decreases after execution of the body of
the loop. Because it is a natural number, it will decrease only a finite number
of times which ensures termination of the while-loop. The variable n transports
the initial value of the variant from the assumption to the conclusion, where it
is compared with the final value of the variant.
For the above program, the variant is the number of elements in the algebra
below pT∗ · y. The expression pT∗ · y is a vector representing the set of nodes

reachable from y by successively following parents. The variant is an orderpreserving expression that turns this vector into a natural number. This works
because the algebra is finite.
We now discuss Theorem 3.3, which states that the root of the tree containing
point x in the forest p is a point, that is, a vector representing a single node.
This result could be proved by working with the definitions of roots, points and
forests. We give a different proof based on find-set. Observe that this operation
computes the desired root and the postcondition states it is a point. Moreover the
precondition of find-set contains just the assumptions of Theorem 3.3. Hence this
result immediately follows from total correctness of find-set. In Isabelle/HOL,
similary to make-set discussed in Section 6.1 we obtain:
lemma find set exists:
“find set precondition p x ⇒ ∃y . find set postcondition p x y”
using tc extract function find set by blast
Theorem 3.3 then is a simple consequence:
lemma root point: “forest p ∧ point x ⇒ point (root p x)”
using find set exists find set precondition def find set postcondition def
by simp
Essentially this is a constructive proof using the imperative programs supported
by the Hoare-logic library. This method does not necessarily reduce the amount
of work needed for proving a result but shifts the work to the correctness proof of
a program. However, once the correctness proof is established it saves additional
work. Moreover, this approach facilitates computational reasoning.
6.3

Path Compression

Path compression is a technique to decrease the depth of the disjoint-set forest,
which makes subsequent find-set operations faster. The idea is to change the
parent of every node encountered during the execution of find-set to the root
of the tree. Because the root is known only after the chain of parents has been
traversed, modifying the parents takes place in a separate traversal. In a recursive
implementation of find-set, these modifications would take place on the way out
from the recursion. We use two while-loops for the same purpose. The first loop
is the find-set operation described in Section 6.2 to find the root y of the tree. As
shown here, the second loop traverses the same sequence of nodes and adjusts
the parents on the way:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

theorem path compression:
“VARS p t w
[ path compression precondition p x y ∧ p0 = p ]
w := x;
WHILE y 6= p[[w]]
INV { path compression invariant p x y p0 w }
VAR { card {z . z v pT∗ · w} }

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

DO
t := w;
w := p[[w]];
p[t] := y
OD
[ path compression postcondition p x y p0 ]”
apply vcg tc simp
– proof of three verification conditions omitted

This program is executed immediately after the while-loop of find-set, where p
is the parent array, x is the original node and y is its representative computed
by find-set, which is the root of the tree that contains x. The assignments in
lines 4 and 10 traverse the same sequence of nodes as find-set. According to line
5 this finishes when the root is reached. Lines 9 and 11 set the parent of the
current node to the root. Temporary variable t is used to save the current node
w, which is changed by line 10.
The variant in line 7 is the same as the one used for find-set, except the
current node is now stored in w. Also the generated verification conditions have
the same structure as in the proof for find-set. It remains to discuss the actual
precondition, invariant and postcondition. The precondition is:
path compression precondition p x y ⇔
forest p ∧ point x ∧ point y ∧ y = root p x
It extends the precondition of find-set by two conditions, which are just the postcondition of find-set. This ensures the two loops can be composed sequentially.
The invariant significantly extends the precondition:
path compression invariant p x y p0 w ⇔
path compression precondition p x y ∧ fc(p) = fc(p0 ) ∧ p u 1 = p0 u 1
∧ point w ∧ y v pT∗ · w ∧ (w 6= x ⇒ (y 6= x ∧ p[[x]] = y ∧ pT+ · w v x))
First, fc(p) = fc(p0 ) states that the components of p do not change, that is, p
represents the same disjoint sets. Second, p u 1 = p0 u 1 states that the roots of
the component trees of p do not change. Third, the invariant requires that w is a
point. Fourth, y v pT∗ · w states that the root y is reachable from w by following
the chain of parents. The last part of the invariant only applies if w 6= x, that is,
in the second or later iterations of the while-loop. In these iterations, the start
node x and the root y are different, the parent of x is y, and any node reachable
from w by one or more steps along the chain of parents is different from x. The
postcondition is part of the invariant:
path compression postcondition p x y p0 ⇔
path compression precondition p x y ∧ fc(p) = fc(p0 ) ∧ p u 1 = p0 u 1
For correctness we only require that path compression does not change the disjoint sets represented by the forest. We also get that the roots do not change.
We discuss a selection of results used for maintaining the invariant. Part of
the maintenance is to show that the parent relation (without loops) remains

acyclic. Path compression updates the parent relation by letting the parents of
visited nodes point to the root of the tree. Part 1 of the following theorem shows
that updating the parent of a node w to any node y reachable from w along the
chain of parents does not introduce cycles (ignoring loops).
Theorem 4.
1. p[w 7→ y] u 1 is acyclic if p u 1 is acyclic, w and y are points and y v pT∗ · w.
2. x u p∗ = (x u 1) t ((x u p) · (x u p)∗ ) if x is a point.
3. x u y = ⊥ if x and y are points such that x 6= y.
Part 2 optimises iterations similar to [25, Lemma 4]; for related techniques
see also [3]. The element x u p∗ on the left-hand side relates the node x to all
nodes reachable from it by zero or more steps in the graph p. The right-hand
side contains x u 1, which relates x to itself, and (x u p) · (x u p)∗ , which relates
x to nodes reachable from it by one step in p followed by zero or more steps
in x u p. This means that edges starting in x have to be considered at most
in the first step and can be omitted in the remaining steps. In maintaining the
invariant, this is applied with x = w, so that the remaining steps only use edges
not starting in w, which is important since these edges are not affected by the
update to the forest.
Part 3 of the previous theorem ultimately derives from the Tarski rule and
states that different points are disjoint as relations. This is a general result used
in several arguments; we explain one of them. In maintaining the invariant, we
need to show that updating p does not change the set of its roots. The update
changes p at index w to the new value y, so this part of p changes from w u p
to w u y T . The roots in this part are w u p u 1 and w u y T u 1 and we show
that both expressions are ⊥. To this end, observe that y 6= w since y is a root
according to the precondition, but the parent of w is different from y according
to the condition of the while-loop. First, w u p u 1 v w u 1 = ⊥ because the node
w does not have a loop; otherwise y = w would hold since y is reachable from w
according to the loop invariant. Second, w u y T u 1 = w u y u 1 v w u y = ⊥ by
a general property of relation algebras and part 3 of the previous theorem.
6.4

The find-set Operation with Path Compression

Using the technique of Section 6.1 we extract function definitions for the findset operation of Section 6.2 and the path-compression operation of Section 6.3.
This allows us to combine the two programs into the following one with a simple
correctness proof:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

theorem find set path compression:
“VARS p y
[ find set precondition p x ∧ p0 = p ]
y := find set p x;
p := path compression p x y
[ path compression postcondition p x y p0 ]”
apply vcg tc simp

8
9
10

using find set function find set postcondition def
find set precondition def path compression function
path compression precondition def by fastforce

We can also extract a function for this program, but this function returns a
pair of values as the find-set operation with path compression both modifies the
disjoint-set forest and returns the root of the tree containing node x:
definition “find set path compression p x =
(SOME (p0 , y) . path compression postcondition p0 x y p)”
6.5

The union-sets Operation

We finally consider the union-sets operation, which takes two elements and joins
the corresponding disjoint sets into a single set. To this end it finds the representatives of the equivalence classes of the elements and links one to the other:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

theorem union sets:
“VARS p r s t
[ union sets precondition p x y ∧ p0 = p ]
t := find set path compression p x;
p := fst t;
r := snd t;
t := find set path compression p y;
p := fst t;
s := snd t;
p[r] := s
[ union sets postcondition p x y p0 ]”
apply vcg tc simp
– proof of one verification condition omitted

Because the Hoare-logic library does not support parallel assignments, we assign
the resulting pair of find-set to a temporary variable in lines 4 and 7 and separate
the components in lines 5–6 and 8–9, respectively. Note how the forest p is
threaded through both occurrences of find-set, where it may be modified by path
compression, before line 10 adds the link from the root r of the tree containing
x to the root s of the tree containing y.
The precondition of union-sets requires that p is a forest and x and y are
single nodes:
union sets precondition p x y ⇔ forest p ∧ point x ∧ point y
The postcondition also requires that the final value of p represents the equivalence relation where the sets containing x and y have been merged into one:
union sets postcondition p x y p0 ⇔
union sets precondition p x y ∧ fc(p) = wcc(p0 t (x · y T ))

To get the latter equivalence relation, we add the pair (x, y) to the initial equivalence relation p0 and compute its equivalence closure, that is, the smallest equivalence relation containing p0 and the pair (x, y). The pair (x, y) is described by
x · y T and according to [32] the equivalence closure is given by:
wcc(x) = (x t xT )∗
Interpreting the relation x as a directed graph, the equivalence closure represents
the weakly-connected components of x, which are obtained by reachability while
ignoring the direction of edges. Properties of wcc are given in the following result.
Theorem 5.
1. wcc(x) is an equivalence.
2. wcc is a closure operation, that is, idempotent, v-isotone and v-increasing.
3. wcc(x) v wcc(y) if x v wcc(y).
4. wcc(⊥) = wcc(1) = 1.
5. wcc(>) = >.
6. wcc(x t 1) = wcc(x u 1) = wcc(x).
7. wcc(x) = fc(x) if x is univalent.
We further discuss a selection of results used for proving the correctness
of union-sets. Part 1 of the following result is similar to [6, Proposition 3]. It
considers reachability under the union of two relations x and y, where x is an
arc containing just one edge. It then suffices to use the edge x at most once: y +
describes the case where x is not needed and y ∗ · x · y ∗ describes the case where
x is used once, preceded and followed by any number of edges in y.
Theorem 6.
1. (x t y)+ = y + t (y ∗ · x · y ∗ ) if x is an arc.
2. p[w 7→ y]u1 is acyclic if pu1 is acyclic, w and y are points, and y up∗ ·w = ⊥.
3. p[w 7→ w] u 1 is acyclic if p u 1 is acyclic and w is a point.
Parts 2 and 3 are similar to Theorem 4.1. In part 2 the parent of w is updated
to a node y from which w is not reachable in p. This does not introduce a cycle
(ignoring loops). Part 3 shows that creating a loop on w does not introduce a
cycle (ignoring loops).
These results are used to show that the assignment in line 10 of union-sets
maintains the forest property. If the arguments x and y of union-sets are in the
same tree, the roots r and s will be equal, so line 10 creates a loop and the
correctness proof uses part 3 of the preceding result. Alternatively, it could be
proved that the assignment in line 10 does not change the forest in this case.
Part 2 of the preceding result is used if nodes x and y are in different trees.

7

Conclusion

This paper has given a simple relation-algebraic semantics for read and write
operations on associative arrays. Based on this semantics, we added such operations to a sequential programming language used for specifying and verifying

programs in Isabelle/HOL. We implemented disjoint-set forests with path compression this way and proved their correctness.
Correctness of the union-sets operation would not be affected if the assignment in line 10 of the program in Section 6.5 was replaced with p[s] := r. More
efficient implementations of union-sets therefore decide which of these two assignments to use based on heuristics such as union by rank. The rank of a node is
a natural number giving an upper bound on the depth of the subtree at the node.
It is more efficient to add a link from the root with smaller rank to the other.
Using ranks in a disjoint-set forest implementation requires comparisons and
simple arithmetic operations. In future work we will consider how to implement
this extension using relation-algebraic methods.
Another task is to integrate the implementation given in this paper with
relation-algebraic implementations of Kruskal’s minimum spanning tree algorithm. For this reason our Isabelle/HOL theory uses Stone-Kleene relation algebras, which are weaker than Kleene relation algebras and can represent weighted
graphs [15]. A further direction of research is to consider how relation-algebraic
methods can support complexity analysis of algorithms.
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